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Affairs and Pardons
Office (DACG)
As one of the most lucrative forms of
trafficking and one which is the most detrimental
to human dignity, the fight against human
trafficking is high priority for the French Criminal
Affairs and Pardons Office as it seeks to disband
organised crime networks and strengthen its
protection of the victims.
The DACG is working closely with the Inter-departmental Mission for the
Protection of Women against Violence and Action Against Trafficking in Human
Beings (MIPROF), taking an active role in the creation of a second national plan of
action in the fight against human trafficking. The Office is also continuing its
commitment to extending the first plan that it helped adopt in May 2014 and which
it continues to execute to this day. As part of this first plan, on 22 January 2015 the
Office circulated a criminal policy newsletter on the fight against human trafficking.
This newsletter highlighted the need for more frequent use of the different
categorisations of human trafficking with the aim of achieving a more global
understanding of the criminal logistics chain and utilising procedural means more
adapted to international mutual assistance. This newsletter seeks to place the
victims at the heart of the system against human trafficking, working with the
voluntary sector and strengthening cooperation between the stakeholders
involved.
The DACG also supported national legislative reforms, including the Act of 5
August 2013 which modified the definition of trafficking in persons (TIP) in
consideration of the EU directive of 5 April 2011 in relation to the fight against
human trafficking. Several acts, notably those of 13 April 2016 and 3 June 2016,
have also granted extended social, protection and residency rights to the victims of
human trafficking and procuring.

these cases.
To raise awareness of the proprietary and international issues involved in the
fight against human trafficking, the DACG will soon organise a seminar in
cooperation with Romania, focusing specifically on the topics of seizing criminal
assets and protecting the victims, most notably minors, of human trafficking.
Looking particularly at minors, the figures are becoming more and more alarming.
The proportion of minors among the victims of trafficking is increasing. According to
an evaluation by the United Nations, minors currently represent 33% of the victims.
In France, minors are largely identified as victims of two forms of exploitation:
sex trafficking and forced delinquency or begging.
The latter involves forcing minors to commit crimes and is difficult to identify
as the offenses are often isolated and committed by minors under the influence of
family or community clans. To improve the detection of victims of trafficking among
minors, under the umbrella or MIPROF, the DACG has contributed to creating
educational tools aimed at investigators and magistrates, compiling a guide on the
trafficking of minors which includes a model oral hearing. On 5 and 6 October 2017,
the DACG also co-organised a European workshop on the trafficking of minors for
forced delinquency with MIPROF and ECPAT France which hosted around 30
magistrates from seven European countries (Germany, Belgium, Spain, France, Italy,
Netherlands and the United Kingdom) and offered the opportunity to compare
each nation’s judicial treatment of human trafficking.
Finally, the French Ministry of Justice is currently working on a national
scheme to receive and provide care for minors who have been the victim of human
trafficking. In effect, the first plan was an experiment for the Parisian government
and, so far, it has allowed us to identify and offer shelter to 84 minors who have
been the victim of sexual exploitation. The scheme involves placing victims in
secure conditions with the goal of, if necessary, geographical isolation in order to
remove minors from the influence of the network, providing them with extensive
support from specially trained educators. All of these projects, combined with the
daily action of the special courts and common law, will contribute to a better
comprehension of trafficking at a national level as well as a better response from
the courts.

With the support of AGRASC, the French Agency for the Recovery and
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THE FRENCH STRATEGY
AGAINST FORCED DELINQUENCY
AND CRIMINAL ACTIVITY
The eleventh issue of the quarterly “Fight against human trafficking in South-East Europe” newsletter focuses
on the strategy implemented by France to combat human trafficking for the purposes of forced criminal
activity, looking specifically at South-East Europe.
This will involve more in-depth knowledge of the networks (page 5), the organisation of regional seminars in
collaboration with international organisations (page 6), the multi-lateral (pages 8 and 11) and France’s
support of associations (page 10).
In recent years, in France, trafficking in persons
for the purpose of forced criminal activity has
starkly increased or, at least, become more
visible.
Victims are not always those we suspect. As
well as victims of crimes, a victim can also
denote those minors forced to commit crimes,
largely originating from Roma communities in
South-East Europe.

Minors make up a large proportion of the
victims of criminal networks, in part as they are
vulnerable to traffickers, oftentimes sharing a
familiar relationship with them, and in part due
to the limited penal response linked to the
status of a minor.

Pictured: Infographic on human trafficking created in collaboration by the Inter ministerial Mission for the
Protection of Women against Violence and the Fight against Human Trafficking (MIPROF) and the National
Observatory of Crime and Criminal Justice Responses (ONDRP) as part of their study on ‘The victims of human
trafficking reported by associations in France in 2016’, number 48 of the review

Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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 Forced criminal activity, or forced delinquency, is one of the forms of exploitation classed as

human trafficking. For this reason, coercion into committing crimes is an offence as outlined in
article 225-4-1 of the French Criminal Code. Article 225-4-1 outlines the following forms of
exploitation:
“Procurement, sexual aggression or abuse, slavery, forced labour, servitude, organ
removal, exploitation of begging, undignified working or living conditions, coercion

into committing any crime or offence.”

 The other article of the French Criminal Code indispensable for recognising the status of victims
of persons forced to commit crimes is article 122-2 of the Criminal Code which outlines:

“He who acts under the influence of a force or
coercion that he cannot resist, shall not be criminally responsible.“

ACT IO N TA KEN B Y M IPR O F IN T H E FIGH T AG A INS T
COERCION TO COMMIT CRIME
French legislation mentions coercion to commit crime. To combat this, the Inter-ministerial Mission for the Protection
of Women against Violence and Action Against Trafficking in
Human Beings (MIPROF) has put several concrete measures in
place on a national level.
In its Progress Report 2013-2017, MIPROF detailed the
implementation of an experimental scheme for better
protecting and support minors who have fallen victim to human
trafficking, notably for the purposes of committing crime, but
also those who have been victims of sexual exploitation (page 51
of the Progress Report).
An agreement was signed on 1 June 2016 by the Paris Police
Prefect, the Office of Public Prosecution of the French Republic at
the High Court of Paris, the President of the High Court of Paris,
the Mayor and President of the Paris Council, the Director of the
Department of Judicial Protection of Children, the Secretary
General of the Interdepartmental Committee for the Prevention
of Delinquency and Radicalisation (CIPDR), the President of the
Paris Bar Association, the Director of the ‘Hors la Rue’
Association and the Secretary General of MIPROF.

Ms Elisabeth Moiron-Braud, Secretary General of the Inter
-ministerial Mission for the Protection of Women against
Violence and Action Against Trafficking in Human Beings
(MIPROF), 18 October 2018

This scheme sets out long-term support for minors. It puts in place protection based on geographical isolation and
specialist educator care following the national reception model safeguarding adult victims (Ac.Sé scheme). MIPROF
brings together the scheme pilot committee two times per year.

Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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Focus on ...

… ECPAT FRANCE
Founded in 1997, ECPAT France is a French public interest association, member of the
International ECPAT network whose mission is to combat the sexual exploitation of children for
commercial purposes. ECPAT is the acronym for “End child prostitution, child pornography and
trafficking of children for sexual purposes”.

As part of the European funded React project, ECPAT France carried out research
entitled: “Minors at risk and victims of trafficking in France”.

The study allowed ECPAT France to bring to the forefront several factors highlighting
the difficulties of detecting minors involved in human trafficking.

Further, their status as victim is rarely recognised and their protection is difficult to
guarantee, including as part of criminal proceedings opened against the adult
stakeholders, often coming from the same family environment.

These minors may also be exposed to a form of “double victimisation“ as well as
risk to “re-victimisation”, an elevated risk of being a repeated target of trafficking
networks.

In the end, the results of the study emphasised the need for these minors to be assigned a specialist tutor and secure
accommodation when they are identified instead of being placed in a an emergency or general reception centre.

In this sense, ECPAT France defends the creation of alternatives to the existing accommodation and care measures for child
victims of human trafficking and supports the reinforcement of means and knowledge of protective and ad hoc administrator
services so that, for example, these are able to provide qualified, competent interpreters in the native language of the minor
throughout the legal or court proceedings, a key element of the child’s identification, representation and protection.

In light of these various findings, ECPAT France is also working on the development of resources to allow professionals to
understand the mechanisms of influence endured by these minors.

ECPAT France is also designing training for all professionals involved,
particularly those from the legal sector, to tackle the issue of nonprosecution and non-sanction of the victims of forced delinquency and
criminal activity.

Furthermore, e-learning courses have been created for professionals in
order to make them aware of the specific issues of forced delinquency with
regard to both identifying the victims as well as the particulars of their care.
Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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FRANCO-ROMANIAN GUIDE
BY MR OLIVIER PEYROUX
Trafficking in persons: the sociology of the court system
One of the most widespread examples of exploitation of minors for crime is the exploitation of Roma children, from Romania
or South-East Europe, in the Paris region or other large cities in the district, forced to take part in pick-pocketing, snatching,
burglary or other offences.
With legal authorities often faced with this type of delinquency and struggling to find an appropriate legal solution for the
children of these networks, it is interesting to explore the sociological issues so as to better understand how they work.

The permanent representative of France to the United Nations Office and
the international organisations in Vienna, as well as the French embassy in
Romania have commissioned French sociologist, Olivier Peyroux, to
complete a study of the networks, drawing on the information available in
both France and Romania.
His analysis comes in the form of a guide with two primary objectives.
The guide is intended to provide information to practitioners
(legal professionals, child protection officials and investigators)
who deal with cases of human trafficking. The guide is also
Origins of groups using Romanian minors in the
Paris region in 2017
Extract of the Franco-Romanian practical guide
« Human trafficking for the purposes of forced
criminal activity - from identifying networks to
protecting the child victims », page 10.

intended to improve institutional cooperation between France,
the transit and destination country, and Romania, the country of
origin and trafficking, facilitating the identification of networks of
forced criminal activity and prioritising the protection of the child
victims through institutional communication and information
exchange schemes.

In essence, this guide aims at deconstructing the stereotypes surrounding the
trafficking of Romanian children and shedding light on how these criminal
organisations and Romanian institutions work. This guide also seeks to explain
the care system in place for these children and the information exchange in
place between France and Romania.
Olivier Peyroux speaking at the seminar in
Sarajevo (page 6 & 7)

The guide is an extension of other diagnostics to assess the state of trafficking in
Romania and Bulgaria:
diagnostics in Romania 2015 (available in English and Romanian) and 2016, the basis of the Franco-Romanian Guide
diagnostics in Bulgaria 2015.

Aiming at long-term solutions, Franco-Romanian cooperation in the fight against human trafficking is very active and proposes
an approach centred around the victims. In November 2017, the actors of the French and Romanian civil and penal chains
met in Iasi (Romania) to develop cooperation tools in order to ensure the protection of underage victims of human trafficking.

Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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Return to...

…The UNODC training course on forced
criminal activity in collaboration with the HTMSS

From 3 to 5 October 2018, experts from across the region came together in Sarajevo (Bosnia and
Herzegovina) to share ideas on “strengthening national and regional capacity in the fight against human
trafficking for the purposes of forced criminal activity in South-East Europe”.

Several European states have unfortunately reported an increase in human trafficking offences against minors forced
to commit crimes or beg. Reports published by the European Council’s Group of Experts on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings (GRETA) and the European Union confirm this tendency.
The crimes in question most often involve pick-pocketing on public transport and crowded places, bag-snatching at
automated ticket machines or burglary. Largely originating from South-East Europe, several hundreds of victims forced
to commit theft have been identified across all of Europe.
Recognition at an international level of the non-sanction principle for victims having forcibly taken part in illicit activity
as a direct result of trafficking, is essential.
This non-sanction principle is indirectly mentioned in the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, Especially Women and Children, a supplement to the UN Convention against Transnational Organised Crime,
otherwise known as the Palermo Protocol, article 2(b). However, two legally binding European texts incorporate this
principle directly in two major instruments: article 26 of the European Council’s Warsaw Convention and article 8 of
the EU Directive 2011/36/EU.
It is thus the responsibility of governments to adopt this principle and apply it in their respective legal systems to avoid
“double victimisation”.
Further, due to the difficulties of circulating information between legal authorities and investigators, notably on an
international level, trafficking networks are not always identified by authorities. As a result, the victims of trafficking
may be prosecuted individually several times for their criminal activity without any investigation into the exploitation
they are subjected to.

Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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As part of the first workshop’s work, the Ambassador and France’s Permanent Representative to the UN and
International Organisations in Vienna, Mr Jean-Louis Falconi highlighted once again that “training professionals

from the regions affected by this kind of forced criminal activity is fundamental”.
Opening session dedicated to “strengthening
national and regional capacity in the fight
against human trafficking for the purposes of
forced
criminal
activity
in
South-East
Europe” (from left to right): Mr Davor Raus
(UNODC), Mr Jean-Louis Falconi (France’s
Permanent Representative to the UN in Vienna),
Mr Guillaume Rousson (French Ambassador to
Bosnia and Herzegovina), Ms Samira Huncek
(Bosnian Coordinator’s Office for the fight
against trafficking in persons) and Mr Samir
Rizvo (National TEH coordinator in Bosnia and
Herzegovina).
The technical-legal cooperation and training of the regions experts
in the fight against human trafficking in the country of origin as well
as in the transit and destination country is key for creating a
common strategy to combat forced criminal activity.
As part of this first meeting, representatives from the Ministries of
the Interior, Foreign Ministries and Ministries of Justice, as well as
coordinators of the fight against human trafficking in Balkan and
South-East European countries (including Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Slovenia, Montenegro, Kosovo, Albania, Moldova, Romania,
Bulgaria, FYR Macedonia and Serbia) were present.

INTERPOL and SELEC, regional organisations committed to the fight against
human trafficking, also contributed to the discussion and forum on good
practices.

As part of the cases presented, France and Bulgaria presented a dossier on Bulgarian nationals forced to beg in France
under the threat of physical violence, mistreatment or malnutrition. The dossier also presented numerous good
practices to combat these types of situation, focussing primarily on victim care.
French sociologist and international expert, Olivier Peyroux, presented a detailed analysis on the coercion exercised by
the clan leaders on minors forced to commit crime and particularism of this kind of exploitation. His analysis showed
that the recruitment and coercion involved in this kind of exploitation has strong clan and/or family roots.
This first meeting was part of a cycle of three regional meetings organised in collaboration between the UNODC and
France in 2018 and 2019.

Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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Return to ...

… 9th Conference of Parties
to the Convention against Transnational Organised Crime
From 15-19 October 2018, UNODC, in Vienna

The 9th session of the Conference of Parties to the UN Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime (otherwise known as the Palermo Protocol) was hosted by Spain. Every
two years the event brings together the 189 countries party to the Convention.
Enacted in 2003, the Palermo Protocol represents the first universal legal instrument in
the fight against transnational organised crime.

During the conference, the French delegation, lead by ambassador Jean-Louis
Falconi, made national declarations against human trafficking, firearms and
environmental crime.
Permanent Representative of France to the
UN, Ambassador Jean-Louis Falconi and
the deputy permanent representative,
Mr Stéphane Pailler.

Representatives from the Ministry of and Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of
Justice and the French national police’s Central Office Against Attacks on
the Environment and Public Health (OCLAESP) gathered in Vienna to offer
their expertise.

Creating a review mechanism for the Palermo Protocol
A resolution backed by France, Italy and Costa Rica was adopted and has allowed the creation of a review mechanism for
the Palermo Protocol on transnational organised crime.
This mechanism will take the form of a peer review that will allow for the establishment of good practices for the
implementation of the Palermo Protocol in the fight against human trafficking, migrant trafficking and firearms trafficking.
After ten years of negotiations, the creation of this mechanism demonstrates the determination of the international
community to combat organised crime more effectively with the involvement of civil society.

Permanent Representative of France to the UN and the French
delegation

Adoption of the resolution backed by Italy, France and
Costa Rica

Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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Event on forced criminal activity in conjunction with the 9th Conference of Parties
Working with the Human Trafficking and Migrant Smuggling Section,
France co-sponsored a parallel event titled “strengthening the
national and regional capacities in the fight against human
trafficking for the purposes of forced criminal activity in South-East
Europe”. Moderated by Mr Ilias Chatzis, Head of the HTMSS, this
event offered the opportunity to present the project of forced
criminal activity training, including the conclusions of the first
regional workshop which took place in Sarajevo from 3 to 5 October
(page 6 & 7).
Ambassador
Jean-Louis
Falconi,
Permanent
Representative of France to the UN in Vienna, during
his opening speech at the parallel event.

Ambassador Jean-Louis Falconi, Permanent Representative of France to the UN in Vienna, announced the main points of
the first regional workshop:


international recognition of the non-sanction principle for victims forced to commit crime



the urgency for implementation of national legislation of this principle to better protect the victims



the need to reinforce education to ensure better identification of victims



and encouragement to increase the number of financial investigations considering the
significant profits generated by trafficking

Mr Thierry Pons, Chief Prosecutor at the High Court
of Toulouse, presented the Public Prosecutor
Office’s penal policy to combat human trafficking,
which outlined its actions against begging.
It underlined the good practices to follow with
regard to prosecution and criminal investigation,
similar to those contained in the forced criminal
activity dossiers. It concluded by reaffirming the
need to strengthen transnational cooperation and
information exchange between the countries of
origin and destination to improve victim care and
organise their return.
Deux autres panélistes se sont exprimées,
Mesdames Ana Tomasevic Petrovic, membre du
groupe de travail sur la lutte contre la traite des
personnes en Serbie, et Liliana Sorrentino, experte
indépendante sur les droits humains et la traite des
êtres humains.
Two other panellists also presented: Ms Ana
Tomasevic Petrovic, member of the taskforce
against human trafficking in Serbia, and Ms Liliana
Sorrentino, independent human rights and human
trafficking expert.

Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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Return to ...

… Project CARITAS
in Albania and Kosovo

France’s Permanent Representative to the United Nations and International Organisations in Vienna, responsible for the
mission “Combating human trafficking and related crimes" is financing a development project by the Caritas association.
Known for its work against poverty in the Balkan states, the association is also active in the fight against the exploitation of
minors.

This project’s primary aim is to support CARITAS Albania and develop prevention measures within institutions to prioritise the
identification of Albanian children exposed to the risks of exploitation in the form of forced labour and begging in
neighbouring countries.

In order to assess the state of trafficking in the two bordering
countries, CARITAS Albania organised a panel discussion in
Kükes, Albania in July 2018.
This panel, attended by the mission leader, gave panellists the
chance to develop and coordinate identification and protection
activities for Albanian minors at risk of exploitation in
neighbouring countries, such as Kosovo and Montenegro, in
the form of forced begging, undeclared work and/or forced
criminal activity.

On 27 September, another panel discussion was organised in
Prizren, Kosovo. The discussions saw attendees take account
of the efforts made by Caritas Kosovo in the fight against the
exploitation of minors.
Kosovo, located in the centre of South-East Europe, is a
country in which large numbers of children are victim to cross
-border forced begging, often originating from the Balkan
states.

Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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… 30 July : World day dedicated to the victims
of trafficking in persons
World Day against Trafficking in Persons (30 July 2018, UNODC, Vienna)

The idea of the world day dedicated to the fight against human trafficking was adopted by the UN General Assembly in
December 2013 (Resolution 68/192). The first World Day against Trafficking in Persons was held on 30 July 2014. Intended
to raise awareness among the public of the millions of victims of crime in the world, the United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime (UNODC) organises events dedicated to the victims of human trafficking every year on 30 July in Vienna.
This year, France got involved in this day, participating in the screening event for
the Serbian film “Sestre/Sisters” which depicts the tragic story of two sisters who
fall into the hands of a prostitution network.

Illustrating France’s commitment in the fight against human trafficking,
Ambassador Falconi underlined France’s support of the United Nations
Victim Trust Fund (UNVTF), as the third largest global contributor to
these funds. Falconi also highlighted France’s participation in the 27th
Session of the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice
which saw adopted the Franco-Romanian resolution on the protection
of minors against all types of exploitation through the use of new
technologies and communications. This year, a series of stamps,
available here , have been specially edited to celebrate the World Day
against Trafficking in Persons 2018.

Mr Jean-Louis Falconi, France’s Permanent Representative to the
United Nations and International Organisations in Vienna, spoke at the
opening of this event alongside Mr Yury Fedotov, Executive Director of
the UNODC, Ms Alena Kupchyna, Belarussian Ambassador, Ms
Roksanda Nincic, Serbian ambassador, and Ms Gillian Murray, Deputy
Director of the UNODC public policy analysis section, as part of
the“Blue Heart” campaign.

In short


To come

17-21 September, Greece: institutional meetings and
meetings with civil society.



25-28 September, Kosovo: follow-up to technical
cooperation.



2-5 October, Sarajevo: regional seminar on “TEH and
forced crime” with UNODC (page 9).



15-19 October, Vienna: 9th Conference of Parties to
the Palermo Convention.



30 October-2 November, Sofia: conference on “TEH
and the recruitment and exploitation via new
technologies and the Internet” with UNODC.



26-28 November, Chisinau: Franco-Moldovan training
on the penal response and fight against human
trafficking: INJ, ENM, OCRTEH.



10-13 December, Vicenza COESPU, 4th simulation in
situ at the TEH organised by the RS TEH OSCE office.



14 December, Paris: Interdepartmental pilot
committee: presentation of the 2018 progress report
and 2019 programme of action in the fight against
human trafficking in South-East Europe coordinated
by the mission leader.
Ré-

Permanent mission of France to the UN and international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE
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Ms Caroline Charpentier
Mission manager « Fight against the trafficking of human beings and related crime»
caroline-marie.charpentier@diplomatie.gouv.fr
@caro_charpTEH
Permanent representation of France to the UN and international
organisations in Vienna
Schwarzenbergplatz 16, 1010, Vienna (Austria)
@FranceONUVienne
Permanent representation of France to the OSCE
Schwarzenbergplatz 16, 1010, Vienna (Austria)
@RP_France_OSCE
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